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Look and read. Put a tick or cross in the box. )3(

This is an old laboratory.

This gives us an easier life when there is no light.

This helps us travel very fast to far places.

She doesn’t try hard to learn English.

:نام و نام خانوادگی

The students do experiments in the school laboratory.

He has the flu and he is energetic.

Choose the best answer.)3(
1. Nasireddin Toosi ……………….. Maragheh Observatory when he was studying the planets.
a) studied

b) built

c) traveled

d) helped

2. We use …………. to take and keep pictures very easily.
a) telephone b) computer c) camera

d) light bulb

3. She is doing research in the …………….
a) laboratory b) library

c) building

d) street

4. No success is possible …………… hard work
a) with

b) without

c) by

d) in

5. Edison had more than 1,000 …………..
a) invent

b) inventor

c) inventions d) invite

6. My mother ……….. cooking when I came in. She was cleaning the house.
a) was

b) wasn’t

c) were

d) weren’t

Write the proper reflexives ( myself, myself,yourself,herself,himself,itself,ourselves,yourselves,themselves)
)3(
The cat broke the window.

………………………………………………………………

We cleaned the class.

……………………………………………………………....

She did her homework.

………………………………………………………………

Graham Bell invented the telephone.

………..……………………………………………………..

Read the text and fill the blanks with the following words.)1(

Alexander Graham Bell is most famous for his ………… of the telephone. He first became
………….. in the science of sound because both his mother and wife were …………. Alexander
Graham Bell and Thomas Watson were able to ………. the telephone. The first words spoken
over the telephone were by Alex. They were "Mr. Watson, come here, I want to see you".

Invention

deaf

invent

interested

